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Facts The Asteroid Belt What is an Asteroid? Asteroids are small, rocky solar system bodies that
populate interplanetary space out to the orbit of Jupiter. There are.
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What is the Kuiper Belt? The Kuiper Belt (sometimes referred to as the Kuiper-Edgeworth Belt)
is an area of the outer solar system that is estimated to stretch across.
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Four notable dwarf planets (clockwise from top left): Ceres as seen from the Dawn spacecraft. It
is the only dwarf planet in the asteroid belt. Pluto as viewed by New.
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10 Things: July 10. As Juno takes a close look at Jupiter's Great Red Spot, here are 10 things to
know about the giant storm. More Four notable dwarf planets (clockwise from top left): Ceres as
seen from the Dawn spacecraft. It is the only dwarf planet in the asteroid belt. Pluto as viewed by
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Kuiper Belt Facts. The Kuiper Belt (also known as the Kuiper-Edgeworth Belt) is a disk-shaped
region found in the outer . Oct 9, 2008. … Dwarf Planets · Asteroids · Meteors · Comets · Poles ·
Culture · Discovery · Kuiper Belt · Facts · News . The Kuiper Belt is a disc-shaped region of icy
bodies - including dwarf planets such as Pluto - and comets beyond the .
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forms of life. The solar system comprises the Sun, all the objects.
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